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proportionate to the result. Yet, after the " "break out" from
the Shumran peninsula, we see the Cavalry Division prac-
tically ineffective because it was pulled back behind the
infantry to water and wasted valuable time and energy in
getting there. On the 24th, the Cavalry broke off the action
with the Turkish rearguard—which they attacked in front
dismounted, instead of outflanking from the north—at
1900 hours, and got back to bivouac five hours later! On
the 25th, the Cavalry Division, with the -chance of going
straight to Bughaila and getting astride the enemy's com-
munications and harassing his pursuit, made a dismounted
attack upon entrenched infantry and could not be extricated
and concentrated until four and a half hours later; after-
wards it was moved back twelve miles to its bivouac, which it
reached at midnight.
Had the Cavalry Division been organised with a proportion
of light mechanical vehicles as its train, and led in the bold,
resolute way in which it was led later on in the campaign,
there can be little doubt that the Turkish retreat after
Shumran would have been broken far more effectively than it
was, and that some severe fighting would have been saved us
later on.
The final phase in the operations illustrates very clearly
.the difficulty of organising and launching the pursuit—par-
ticularly at the .end of a long phase of static operations.
Troops are untrained in hard marching, they have to be kept
far back until the last possible moment so as to avoid shelling
—with the result that they canot catch up with the tail
of the retirement. The forward troops, on the other hand,
may be so exhausted by overcoming the resistance of a
resolute rearguard that they cannot press on, and thus the
opportunity for a decision cannot be seized. In these opera-
tions the value of a mobile, hard-hitting pursuit force is
admirably illustrated by the part played by the UsTaval
Flotilla.
^ Finally, it is of interest to compare General Maude's offen-
sive with that which was carried out in the vain endeavour
to relieve Kut. At the beginning of 1916 we saw troops
being thrown piecemeal into the battle—troops which could
neither be maintained nor administered effectively. At the
end of 1916 we see no detail left unconsidered, no measure
unprepared. If faulty administration was one of the chief
causes of the failure to relieve Kut, sound administration was
certainly an all-important factor in the success of the offensive
in 1916-17.

